Test results from a full-length prototype of the drift chamber vertex detector for the Mark II SLC Upgrade detector are presented. The 22 cell jet chamber employs planes of grid wires above and below the sense wire plane to increase the electrostatic stability of the sense wires and to narrow the electron arrival time distribution.
Introduction
Vertex detectors will enhance studies of Z" decays by identifying heavy quark flavors, measuring heavy quark and lepton lifetimes, and searching for new particles that give rise to distinct decay vertices. We are developing a high resolution drift chamber vertex detector for the Mark II Upgrade Detector to be used at the Stanford Linear Collider at SLACl. Our design attempts to optimize spatial resolution in a structure capable of discriminating between the closely-spaced tracks characteristic of high energy hadronic jets2.
The double track separation capability of a chamber is determined by the width of the electron arrival time distribution at the sense wire. There are two main contributions to this width: non-isochronous charge collection and electron diffusion. Non-isochronous charge collection results from the fact that ionization electrons produced by the passage of charged particles through the gas travel different distances and through different electric fields to reach the sense wire, depending on where they were produced. The drift differences are proportional to the track length which is sampled, and depend on the angle of the track in the chamber. The broadening due to diffusion is determined by the gas chosen for the chamber and, as in the case of spatial resolution, can be minimized by pressurized operation.
To achieve the required sub-millimeter track-pair resolution, we have used jetcell3 geometries with tightly spaced sense wires straddled by planes of grid wires, which focus the incoming ionization and stabilize the array against electrostatic forces. To ease the electronic difficulties in timing closely spaced pulses, we use CO2/isobutane at unsaturated drift velocities4. Prototype chambers have been operated at several atmospheres pressure in order to achieve high spatial resolution. Particular attention is paid to very precise wire location and the high voltage isolation of closely spaced wires.
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss the following topics: (1) drift-cell description; (2) mechanical construction; (3) test apparatus; (4) data analysis proceedure; (5) pulse shape measurements; (6) spatial resolution measurements; and (7) track-pair resolution studies.
I. DRIFT CELL DESCRIPTION
We have prototyped two drift cell designs which are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The "wide" grid design is shown in Fig. l(a) . S ense wires are spaced 4 mm apart and have potential wires between them. Grid wires are parallel to the anode plane and are located directly over the potential wires. In this wide grid design, the 4 mm sense spacing determines the length of the ionization segment that arrives at the sense wire. The electron drift trajectories for this design are shown in Fig. 2(a) . Our second prototype cell, the "narrow" grid design, is illustrated in Fig. l(b) . This design also has 4 mm sense wire spacing but the grids are quite different. There are three types of grid wires in this cell, each connected to a separate voltage. When voltages are suitably arranged the middle grid wire is positively charged, and the resulting drift trajectories are as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
Only the electrons from the track segment above the two inner grid wires are collected at the anode. As a result the length of track sampled is only 1.2 mm.
In this design the charge on the inner grid wire can be adjusted to optimize the focusing of the cell.
The isochrony of the charge collection for the two cell designs is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows typical lines of constant drift time in the uniform drift field region of the cells. For the narrow grid cell in the absence of diffusion, most ionization electrons will arrive at the sense wire within a few hundred pm of the first one although a small fraction may arrive up to 700 pm late. These dimensions for the wide grid cell are about three times larger. Primary ionization cluster fluctuations in these late regions of the cell will be visible in the pulse tails if the diffusion is small compared to these dimensions. The threshold timing measurements are made using a LeCroy MVL-100 amplifier/discriminator followed by a system of "fast" and "slow" TDC's (LeCroy 2228). The clock for the slow TDC is started by a hit in the cosmic ray telescope and these slow times measure drift times up to 5 psec with 2.5 nsec bins. The first wire hit starts the fast TDC's which have a time range of 500 nsec in 250 psec bins and are used to measure actual resolutions.
In addition to the TDC system, there are six channels instrumented with a postamp followed by 100 MHz image chamber analyzer (LeCroy 2261 ICA) with 11 bit resolution. The postamp consists of a two stage pole zero filter followed by two stages of SL56O's with a net gain of 40. A hit in the cosmic ray telescope provides a synchronization pulse to the postamp which is used to measure the phase of the ICA clock on each channel.
IV. ANALYSIS PROCEEDURE
The measured drift times are converted to drift distance using a linear drift time-distance relationship. Drift distances are measured with respect to the grid plane; hits from the region between the anode and grid planes are ignored. The drift velocity is obtained by measuring the difference between the drift time for tracks which cross the cathode surface and those which cross the grid plane.
Several cuts are made to improve the quality of the track sample. First a linear fit is made to the hit data from the 8 TDC channels. The individual fit residuals are scaled to yield the correct measurement error for each wire. Hits whose residual is larger than 10 times the expected resolution are dropped and the fit is repeated. Tracks with fewer than 5 good hits or which make an angle larger than 200 mrad to the anode plane are rejected. Wire inefficiencies are less than 1 percent.
For the -average pulse shape and spurious hit rate studies, additional cuts are made on the ICA data to ensure only one track traversed the chamber. A hit in the ICA data is recognized as two or more contiguous ICA bins above threshold (3.5 times rms noise level). Hits separated by fewer than 10 bins are merged.
Tracks are rejected if more than 4 of the ICA channels have multiple hits or if the sum of the 4 smallest wire pulse heights is consistent with two or more tracks in the chamber.
V. AVERAGE PULSE SHAPE
The average pulse shapes from the narrow and wide grid structures are shown in Fig. 6 . We construct these distributions from the ICA data as follows. For each pulse we compute a total pulse height, and using an algorithm discussed below, a mean time. A track fit to the times from all six wires then gives a fitted mean time to each pulse. Each bin of the ICA data is then assigned a fractional pulse height, normalized to the total for the pulse, and an arrival time computed with respect to the fitted mean time. The average of these fractional pulse heights for a large ensemble of tracks is simply binned in arrival time to
give the distributions shown in the figure. The root-mean-square deviation of the pulse heights is also determined for each arrival time bin, and is plotted as the "error" on each point.
Several features of the pulse shapes are worth noting. The arrival time distribution of the narrow grid is considerably narrower than that of the wide grid, the latter having a long tail of late arriving ionization. Using the measured drift velocity, we see that the effective pulse widths of the narrow grid design are at the 500 pm level, whereas those for the wide grid extend to around 1500 pm.
The effects of diffusion are evident when we contrast the pulse shapes coming from 5 5 mm drifts to those coming from > 25 mm drifts. The pulse width and the rise time both increase with increasing drift distance. Pulse widths will also' increase for tracks making an angle with respect to the sense plane. This effect is negligible in this data since the range of track angles is small. Finally, we note that the tails of the distributions of pulses in the wide grid chamber show large fluctuations, the rms deviations in pulse height being comparable to the average pulse heights there.
VI. SPATIAL RESOLUTION
For each wire the spatial resolution is calculated using residual distributions from a linear track fit. Separate distributions are accumulated over 4 mm drift distance intervals from 0 to 28 mm. A gaussian fit is applied to each distribution, and the resolution is obtained by averaging the fit results over all 8 (6) TDC (ICA) channels.
Position resolution measurements using TDC data were made for the narrow grid cell as a function of pressure, electron drift velocity, and threshold. Little dependence on threshold is observed until it is sufficiently large to cause a loss in efficiency. The electronic contributions to the resolution are negligible. Fig. 7 shows the squared resolution as a function of drift distance at 3 atmospheres pressure and 1 kilovolt/cm/atmos drift field for both cell designs. This is our standard operating point and has a drift velocity of 7.6 pm/nsec. The linear dependence of the squared resolution on drift distance is a well known consequence of electron diffusion. The linear fit shown in Fig. 7 has an intercept of 17.0 fl.1 pm and a slope of 29.8 f.7 pm/6 ( Table 1 ). The intercept gives the resolution for a track passing near the grid plane and measures the contribution from track ionization statistics (small) and electron diffusion during the drift from the grid to the anode. The resolution in the wide grid chamber is about 15 percent better than the narrow grid because of the larger number of electrons competing to be first. Fig . 8 illustrates the pressure dependence of the average resolution over the first 2 cm drift distance at an E/P of 1 kv/cm/atmos. A power law fit yields roughly a P-a' pressure dependence. Since the average chamber resolution is dominated by electron diffusion in the drift region, individual electron diffusion accounts for most of the pressure dependence, P-e5, with the remainder due to the increased electron statistics.
The average resolution over the first 2 cm drift distance is nearly independent of drift velocity in the range of 5 to 10 pm/nsec (Fig. 9) . Since the value of the electric field in the drift region only weakly effects the field seen by drifting electron inside the anode/grid gap, the anode region contributes roughly a constant resolution in time (about 2 nsec at 3 atmospheres). This produces a linear increase with drift velocity in the gap contribution to the resolution, which approximately cancels the resolution improvement caused by the decreasing electron diffusion over the average 2 cm drift distance.
We have studied spatial resolution in the ICA data with several centroid algorithms5: 1) pulse height weighted centroid of the first n bins above threshold;
2) weighted centroid of the first n bins where the weight is the product of the pulse height and a factor which falls off exponentially from the first bin above threshold; 3) an iterative pulse height weighted algorithm using an additional weight function which is constant for a fixed distance dr from the calculated centroid on the previous iteration, and then linearly falls to zero at a distance de from the calculated centroid.
At a fixed drift distance the two parameters of algorithms 2 and 3 can be optimized to give the same resolution, while the single parameter of the first algorithm can be adjusted to give nearly as good a result. The optimal parameters are found to vary with drift distance in a simple way consistent with diffusion broadening of the pulse with increasing drift distance. The squared resolution depends linearly on drift distance, and Table 1 lists the fit parameters for both the narrow and wide grid chambers. The result is nearly the same for the two chambers, although the optimal resolutions are obtained with somewhat different values of the weight parameters. More weight is given to later bins for the the narrow grid cell consistent with the smaller intrinsic contribution of the cell collection geometry to the pulse width. The ICA results are as good or better than the TDC results for all but the smallest drift distances.
VII. TRACK PAIR EFFICIENCY
We have used single track events to estimate the double track efficiency as a function of track separation by adding together the ICA data from two wires appropriately delayed to simulate closely spaced pulses. A hit finding algorithm optimized to find closely spaced hits efficiently and having a low probability to generate spurious hits is used. We first average the raw ICA samples over a 5 (2) bin interval for the wide (narrow) grid data. Then all extrema in this averaged data are found, and hits are defined as those maxima which are sufficiently larger than either adjacent minima.
Typical pulses in the narrow grid cell are roughly symetrical in shape and have little tail. Two tracks can be identified with 90% efficiency at 450 pm with a spurious hit rate on single track events of less than .7%. Pulses in the wide grid cell have a tail which extends about 1500 pm beyond the leading edge. Large fluctuations in the late arriving primary ionization clusters produce correspondingly large fluctuations in the pulse tail. Relatively tight cuts have to be applied to reduce the spurious hit rate. Two tracks (see Fig. 10 ) can be identified with 90% efficiency at 900 pm separation with a spurious hit rate on single tracks of less than 2%.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have built and tested full length prototypes of the drift chamber vertex detector for the Mark II Upgrade Detector using a jet-style drift cell augmented with focussing grids. Two cell designs have been studied. The narrow grid (wide grid) design can efficiently distinguish two tracks separated by 500 pm (1000 pm). Both designs operate reliably at 3 atmospheres pressure using a gas mixture of CO2 and isobutane, and achieve spatial resolutions in the range of 20 -50 pm depending on the drift length.
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